Abstract-Opinion retrieval engines aim to retrieve documents containing user opinions towards a given search query. Different from traditional IR engines which rank documents by their topic relevance to the search query, opinion retrieval engines also consider opinion relevance. The result documents should contain user opinions which should be relevant to the search query. In previous opinion retrieval algorithms, opinion relevance scores are usually calculated by using very straightforward approaches, e.g., the distance between search query and opinion-carrying words. These approaches may cause two problems: 1) opinions in the returned result documents are irrelevant to the search query; 2) opinions related to the search query are not well identified. In this paper, we propose a new approach to deal with this topicopinion mismatch problem. We leverage the idea of Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis. Both queries and documents are represented in a latent topic space, and then opinion relevance is calculated semantically in this topic space. Experiments on the TREC blog datasets indicate that our approach is effective in measuring opinion relevance and the opinion retrieval system based on our algorithm yields significant improvements compared with most state-of-the-art methods.
I. introduction
With the rapid development of World Wide Web, especially the popularity of Web 2.0 applications, users are involved in many online activities and are contributing various kinds of data to the Web, for example, user opinion data. It is common practice for people to write reviews on shopping sites, forums, or blogs to express their pains and gains. Taking Amazon.com as an example, it has already organized more than one hundred million reviews written in English, and many written in other languages. Meanwhile, users like to read opinions of other people. For instance, according to Forrester research, 71% of online shoppers read reviews. Also, based on a study of 2,000 shoppers by eTailing group, 92% of them deemed customer reviews as "extremely" or "very" helpful [1] . Due to such large amounts of useful opinion data, there is a strong need to organize and access them efficiently and effectively.
Opinion retrieval is to retrieve documents containing user opinion about a search query from a text data corpus. This problem has drawn more research efforts after TREC (Text REtreival Conference) introduced a new track for this task on blog data in 2006 [2] . Since then, some algorithms have been proposed and compared [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] . The opinion retrieval task is related to but different from traditional Information Retrieval (IR) problem. In IR, search results are ranked according to how relevant they are with the search query without considering if the documents contain query-related user opinions or not. Obviously, despite the success of search engine, it does not solve the problem of opinion retrieval. In the opinion mining area, there are already many research work in opinion identification, extraction, classification and summarization, etc. Therefore, a feasible solution which is commonly used in existing opinion retrieval work is to combine IR and opinion mining technologies. Generally, a two-stage approach is adopted. First, traditional IR technologies are used to obtain relevant documents. Secondly, opinion mining technologies are applied on those documents to identify opinions, estimate the relevance of opinion to the given query and then re-rank the documents. The unique and most challenging part of this retrieval approach is how to calculate opinion relevance of documents to the search query.
In the literature, the opinion relevance is handled by very straightforward methods. For example, in [7] , the authors count the number of opinion-carrying words (like "perfect", "terrible", etc.) around search query terms and W. Zhang et al. [4] count opinion-carrying sentences (identified by sentiment classifier) around the search query. The drawbacks of this kind of solutions are obvious. Opinions around the search query may not be related to the query. Documents with irrelevant opinions would be ranked high in search results. In addition, the terms in search query cannot represent all the semantics of the search topic. Opinions which are expressed implicitly about the search topic, e.g., about some aspect of the topic, may be missed. Therefore, a very related document may be ranked very low. Basically, topic and opinion are mismatched.
In this work, we consider the document as a bag of sentences and propose a topic model based approach to deal with the topic-opinion mismatch problem. We leverage the idea of Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis. Both the search query and documents are represented in one latent topic space. Opinion relevance is considered at a broad topic level and calculated in the topic space. Experiments on benchmark datasets indicate that our measurement of opinion relevance is meaningful for the opinion retrieval task and our topic model based retrieval method can reduce the probability of mismatch between topic and user opinion, and the opinion retrieval system based on our algorithm is better than previous solutions.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to use topic model for resolving topic-opinion mismatch problem. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we will review related works and in Section 3, we will formulate our task. The topic-based opinion retrieval framework will be presented in Section 4, followed by experiments and results analysis in Section 5. Comparisons between our approach and other state-of-the-art methods are also given in this section. Finally, we will conclude this paper and discuss future research in Section 6.
II. related work
In the literature, opinion retrieval research communities mainly focus on three problems: opinion identification, integrating topic relevance and opinion for ranking, identifying opinion targets.
Broadly speaking, there are two groups of opinion identification algorithms: lexicon-based methods and classificationbased methods [8] , [4] . Lexicon-based methods use bag-ofwords approach which treats a document as a collection of words without considering the relations between individual words. The sentiment of every word is determined by looking up a sentiment word dictionary. The sentiment of a sentence or a document is estimated by combining the sentiment scores of all words using some aggregation functions like average, sum, etc. Some researchers constructed the sentimental word dictionary using Web search, while others used WordNet [9] to expand a group of sentimental words [10] . M. Zhang et al. [7] used SentiWordNet [11] directly for word expansion. Some researchers used word distributions over dataset [12] . Classification-based approaches usually trained classifiers by learning from both opinion-bearing and neutral web pages using language features. These features were commonly used, like unigrams or part-of-speech data. Some researchers used domain-dependent features [8] while others used domainindependent linguistic features to determine the presence of opinion [13] . In addition, K. Seki et al. [14] introduced trigger language model to identify opinion.
Most state-of-the-art approaches used a two-stage methodology. In the first step, traditional IR techniques were used to gain topically relevant documents. In the second step, opinion identification techniques were used to get opinion strength score which is used for re-ranking those topic relevant documents. Major solutions on the combination strategy of topic relevance score and opinion score were heuristic linear combination [4] and quadratic combination [7] . In [7] , M. Zhang et al. proposed that using quadratic combination to combine multiple ranking functions is superior to using a linear combination.
Few research focus on resolving the topic-opinion mismatch problem. Current solutions mainly use distance-based approximate methodology. They usually fix a region which might talk about the query topic, and ignore opinions outside such region. M. Zhang et al. [7] used this idea at word level and measured the strength of opinion towards the given query based on the co-occurrence of the query phrase and sentimental words within a word window. W. Zhang et al. [4] did this at the sentence level. They assumed opinion expressing sentences with distance away from the query phrase less than five sentences were relevant to the query topic. In the NLP field, [15] , [16] used NLP techniques to analyze the target of sentimental adjectives. In order to capture opinion term relatedness to the query, S. Gerani et al. proposed a proximitybased opinion propagation method to calculate the opinion density at each point in a document [17] .
In addition, there are also many researchers who focus on domain-specific opinion retrieval [18] . X. Liao et al. [18] used blog timestamp to help identify the relevance between opinion and the query topic. B. Liu et al. [8] made use of field-specific features of electronic products. TREC blog track also provided various research on opinion retrieval. Most of the participants of this track used blog properties in designing their solutions such as spam detection, blog structure analysis, timestamp analysis, etc. Since these solutions depend on nontextual nature of blogs, it would be difficult to generalize their methods on other types of datasets.
III. opinion retrieval task
In this section, we will define some concepts related to the opinion retrieval problem and reveal its key challenges.
• Let Q stand for a search query, then the query topic of Q refers to the query itself as well as different aspects of query Q. We denote query topic of Q as Q topic .
• The query topic relevant documents are the ideal output of a document retrieval system [4] . Example. To better illustrate our focus, we provide an example of query "iPod". Opinion retrieval task for this query aims to find documents which contain opinions about "iPod". For documents d 1 and d 2 with two paragraphs respectively, the first paragraph of d 1 is talking about "iPod" but does not contain any opinions. While the second paragraph of d 1 is talking about "iphone" and also has opinions or sentimental expressions about "iphone". Then d 1 will not be the ideal output of an opinion retrieval system for query "iPod" in that it does not contain opinions about the query topic. For d 2 , its first paragraph narrates the objective aspects of "iPod", and it shows opinions about "iPod" in the second paragraph. This describe-first-then-comment mode is a common expression form in user reviews. If the opinion sentences in the second paragraph of d 2 do not contain query term "iPod", then these opinion expressing sentences should not be treated as query irrelevant and d 2 is an ideal output of the opinion retrieval system.
IV. topic model based opinion retrieval
Most state-of-the-art solutions for opinion retrieval adopt a two-stage methodology. In the first step, traditional IR techniques are used to obtain topically relevant documents. In the second step, opinion identification techniques are applied to estimate opinion score which is used for re-ranking the topically relevant documents. In this work, we also follow this two-stage framework and mainly focus on how to better estimate opinion relevance scores.
To determine whether opinion expressing sentences are relevant to Q topic , most solutions in literature are simply based on the distance between exactly or partially matched query terms (or phrases) and opinion expressing sentences. This simple treatment, however, may cause the topic-opinion mismatch problem [19] . Essentially, previous solutions do not treat query as a topic concept which may have multiple aspects. For an example of query "March of the Penguin", if the opinion retrieval engine understands that the query is talking about a movie and its related topical aspects may include actress, script, director and story, etc., the risk of mismatching opinion with topic will be reduced. In this work, we try to leverage the topic model to help boost the performance of opinion retrieval.
The framework can be briefly summarized as follows: 1) Use traditional IR method to search for a group of documents which are topically relevant to the search query, regardless of whether they contain user opinions or not;
2) Apply a topic modeling algorithm, Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA), to infer the topic space from the top-ranked documents obtained in the previous step;
3) Project the search query and opinion carrying sentences included in the search result documents into the topic space. Estimate opinion relevance scores between the query and each result document; 4) Re-rank initial search documents based on topic relevance scores and opinion relevance scores estimated in the previous steps.
A. Retrieve Topically Related Documents
In order to infer a topic space within which we measure opinion relevance between document and search query, we first use traditional IR methods to retrieve a group of documents. Here, we only consider if a document is relevant to the search query, regardless of whether the document contains user opinion or not. The reason is that we hope to obtain a group of documents which can be used to infer different aspects related to the search query (query topic). Opinion relevance score will be estimated in subsequent steps. In this work, the BM-25 [20] IR method is used to calculate the relevance between query and documents:
(1) where t f is the term's frequency in document, qt f is the term's frequency in query, N is the total number of documents in the collection, d f is the number of documents that contain the term, dl is the document length (in bytes), avdl is the average document length, k 1 (between 1.0-2.0), b (usually 0.75), and k 3 (between 0-1000) are constants.
The top M (M is a parameter) relevant documents, regarded as the working set, will be used for estimating topic space. We use BM-25 due to its easy implementation and popularity. Other IR approaches like language model can also be used to obtain the working set.
B. Infer Topic Space
After we obtain the working set, we will use Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) for inferring a topic space. PLSA [21] models each document as a mixture of topics, each being a unigram model. It generates documents with the following process: 1) Select a document d with probability p(d) 2) Pick a latent topic z with probability p(z|d) 3) Generate a word w with probability p(w|z) If the document is treated as a bag of words w 1 , . . . , w n (n is the number of words in the document set), then a document d i in the working set can be regarded as a sample of the following mixture model:
where z k is the k-th topic, and p(z k |d i ) is a document-specific mixing weight for the k-th topic, and if there are K topics in total, we have:
The log-likelihood of the working set W is
where Λ is the set of the all model parameters, and V is the set of all words (i.e., vocabulary), n(d i , w j ) is the count of the word in the document d i . This model can be estimated with any estimator. One of the estimators widely used for estimating parameters for PLSA is Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [22] with the following updating formulas: E-step:
M-step:
We use PLSA to infer topic space because it is widely used to model text documents in previous research. As we know, PLSA has two drawbacks: 1) it is not efficient when there are a large number of documents to model; 2) it is not suitable for inferring topics for unseen documents. In this work, the working set usually contains at most thousands of documents. According to our experiments, PLSA is efficient given document set of this scale. Meanwhile, the topic space inferred by PLSA is used to compute opinion relevance between the query and the document, thus we do not need to infer topics for unseen documents in this work.
C. Project Search Query and Opinion Carrying Sentences into Topic Space
From Section III, the task of opinion retrieval is to find documents which contain sentences with user opinion towards query topic. If we treat each sentence as an independent document, then in traditional language modeling approach [23] , the relevance between sentence s and query q can be denoted by the conditional probability p(s|q). According to Bayes' formula and dropping a document-independent constant, we have
In this equation, p(s) is our prior belief that s is relevant to any query and p(q|s) is the query likelihood given the sentence, which captures how well the sentence s "fits" the particular query q. Most existing works [24] assume that p(s) is uniform thus does not affect the overall measurement. In order to get p(q|s), in the simplest case, exactly or partially matchbased methods are often used, e.g. M. Zhang et al. [7] use exact match of query phrase within a window region. These strategies are all based on the literal match, regardless of the semantic and topic relevance. Rather than to literally match query phrase, we consider every opinion expressing sentence to be relevant to query q with a probability, and denote this probability as p(Q topic |s op ), where s op denotes any opinion expressing sentence in document D. Here we use Q topic rather than q itself in order to emphasize that the relevance between opinion and query that we are trying to measure is at topic level rather than literal level. p(Q topic |s op ) captures how well the opinion expressing sentence "fits" the particular query topic Q topic . In order to measure p(Q topic |s op ), we can first project query q and opinion expressing sentences into a K dimensional topic space inferred above so that we can measure relevance between the query and opinion at the topic level. With the parameters estimated in PLSA model, we can utilize the model parameters to measure the probability of generating q and s op [25] . For any opinion expressing sentence s op , its corresponding vector in K dimensional topic space will be
where p(s op |z k ) is the probability for topic z k to generate s op [25] .
Here, K is the normalization parameter which is equal to
. Also, we project query into topic space with similar method, and the corresponding vector of q in topic space is denoted by
where p(q|z k ) is the probability for topic z k to generate query q.
Similarly, K is the normalization parameter which is equal to
D. Opinion Relevance Measurement at the Topic Level
The projecting method enables us to compare the similarity between sentences and queries at topic level. Since we have gained the projection vector with formula 9 and 11, we can measure the similarity between − −−− → p(q|z) and − −−−−− → p(s op |z) with various metrics, such as Lp distance and Kullback-Leibler Divergence (KLD), we choose cosine similarity to measure this relevance since cosine similarity is widely used in the text and information retrieval area. Thus, the similarity between opinion expressing sentence s op and query q will be
Note that p(Q topic |s op ) is not a strict probability distribution, it's used to denote the score of the similarity between s op and Q topic . As we will see later, it will be used to calculate the overall score for ranking.
E. Re-ranking
After getting relevance between opinion expressing sentences and query topic, we can judge if an opinion expressing sentence is relevant to the query topic by introducing a threshold μ. In other words, those opinion expressing sentences with relevance to query topic above this threshold are determined to belong to S opinion to Q . Then we can get the opinion score for each document, denoted by S coreI OP . However, how to use identified opinions to calculate documents' opinion score is still worthy of further study. Current solutions are almost empirical. Some researchers use the sum of identified opinions (sentences or sentimental words) [4] , some use the densitybased method like M. Zhang [7] . Since this is not our focus, we will follow the method used by W. Zhang et al. [4] which uses the sum of score for each S opinion to Q . For a given document d, if we denote S o to be the set of opinion expressing sentences for d, and each of these sentences has an opinion-bearing strength (estimated from classifier or sentimental lexicon), we use function f (s) to measure the opinion-bearing strength of sentence s, then we can get S coreI OP of document d with the formula below.
(1) and (2), with : (1) p(q|s m ) > μ (2) s m ∈ S o (14) Certainly, S coreI OP will be normalized over all initially retrieved documents so thatŜ coreI OP ∈ [0, 1], whereŜ coreI OP is the normalized value of S coreI OP . The overall score of a document is based on some forms of combination, e.g., linear combination and quadratic combination of two scores: S coreI IR and S coreI OP , where S coreI IR is the relevance score in the initial retrieval. We denote this overall score as
There are mainly two combination methods in combining S coreI IR andŜ coreI OP : 1) linear combination λ · S coreI IR + (1−λ)·Ŝ coreI OP [12] , [4] ; 2) quadratic combination S coreI IR · S coreI OP [7] . With this overall score, we can re-rank those initially retrieved topically related documents.
V. evaluation
We evaluated our framework on a corpus provided by TREC (Text REtreival Conference) which is widely used for evaluation in opinion retrieval task. The goal is to see the effectiveness of our framework:
1. on the identification of the query topic related opinion; 2. on the ranking of query relevant opinion expressing documents.
A. Data Set and Evaluation Metrics
In order to test our framework, we use TREC Blog06 [2] corpus as our dataset considering that it is the most authoritative opinion retrieval dataset available and most recent research on opinion retrieval use this dataset for evaluation. This corpus is crawled over a period of 11 weeks (December 2005 -February 2006). The total size of this collection is 148GB with three components: feeds, permalinks and homepages. We also focus on retrieving permalinks from this dataset in consideration of two facts: (1)most current research based on that dataset for opinion retrieval choose to use permalinks only; (2)human evaluation results which are crucial for evaluating our framework is only available for permalink documents. We use 150 queries from Blog06, Blog07 [26] , and Blog08 [27] for evaluation. 50 topics (Topic 851-900) are provided in Blog Track 06 and 50 topics (Topic 901-950) are also provided in Blog Track 07. Blog Track 08 provided 150 topics (Topic 851-950, and Topic 1001-1050). In order to better evaluate our framework, we will tune algorithm parameters with Blog Track 06 topics while using Blog Track 07 and 08 new topics as the testing data. In order to better compare our algorithm with other state-of-the-art solutions, we choose to use titleonly query as our engine input so that the comparison is fair. The evaluation metrics used in our experiment are MAP (mean average precision), P@10 (precision at top 10 results) and Rprec (R-Precision).
B. Experiment Environment Setting 1) Sentiment Identification Policy:
In order to determine if a sentence is expressing some opinion, there are two main kinds of approaches for opinion identification: lexicon-based approach and classification-based approach [8] , [4] , [13] . In addition, K. Seki et al. [14] introduce a subjective trigger pattern to identify opinions. Since sentiment identification is not our focus, for simplicity, we will follow M. Zhang et al. [7] and use sentiwordNet [11] to choose opinion-bearing words with the constraint that the sentiment (positive or negative) strength of a word is more than 0.6. With this constraint, we construct our opinion-bearing vocabulary V op , which contains 2,371 positive words and 5,199 negative words. And we use this rule to identify opinion expressing sentences, for sentence s:
2) Combination Policy: Since our focus is on the calculation of S coreI OP , in the following experiment, we choose linear combination. We will study the influence of λ on the final ranking results, which enables us to better understand the role ofŜ coreI OP in opinion retrieval.
3) Size of the Working Set: In order to learn topic model, we choose to use pseudo feedback documents pooled as our working set for the training model. Since the more documents are used, the more time-consuming it will be to train model, there should be a trade-off. In our experiments, we empirically set the size of working set M=1000 in consideration that our evaluation is based on TREC Blog Track which evaluates top-1000 retrieval results.
C. The Baseline Methods and Implementations
Below is the setting of the three baseline implementations, and we denote S o as the opinion expressing sentence set of document d and f (s m ) denotes the sentiment strength of opinion expressing sentence s m .
(1)bag-of-words-Method: This method simply treats document as a bag of words. It does not consider if the opinion is relevant to the query topic. In fact, this method simply treats S ET relevant to Q ∩ S ET opinion as S ET opinion to Q . S coreI OP of d is calculated with the formula below:
(2)single-sentence-Method: This method only considers opinion expressing sentences that contain query phrase, and S coreI OP of d is calculated with the formula:
(1) and (2), with : (1) s m ∈ S o (2) s m contains q (18) (3)window-Method: This method considers both opinion expressing sentences containing query phrase and those opinion expressing sentences near the query. S coreI OP of d will be calculated with the formula:
where S neighbors o f sm is the set of sentences which are neighbors of sentence s m within a given distance. This method, in fact, treats sentences within the window around the query to be relevant to the query. The window size used in our experiment is set to 5 sentences, which was also chosen by W. Zhang et al. [4] .
D. Results and Analysis

1) Topic Number Setting:
Selecting the proper number of topics (K) is also important in topic modeling. Usually, a range of 50 to 300 topics is typically used in the topic modeling literature [28] . In order to tune the topic number, we empirically set relevance threshold μ to be 0.6 then tune the topic number. Figure 2 shows the evolution of MAP corresponding to different topic numbers for the Blog Track 06 query set. From Figure 2 , we find when topic number increases from 5 to 20, the MAP increases rapidly. After that, MAP increases slowly with the increase of topic number and reaches its maximum at 300 topics. Thus we can obtain a good MAP with a small topic number (e.g., 300 is used in our experiment).
2) Effectiveness of Our Framework:
We provide a running example to illustrate the effectiveness of our framework. We use one document in the corpus to show why our method works. The content of the example document d is shown in Figure 3 . There are 18 sentences containing both relevant and irrelevant opinions on query "March of the Penguins" which is a name of a documentary film dubbed by Morgan Freeman. These sentences are marked by number. The corresponding topical relevance values of these sentences calculated by our framework are shown in Figure 4 . In the figure, both green (corresponding to sentences with italic font) and red (corresponding to sentences underlined) points are identified as opinion-bearing, while only red points are relevant opinions. We can see our framework well distinguishes those relevant opinions from irrelevant opinions and this is crucial for reranking initially retrieved documents.
For better evaluating our framework, three opinion retrieval baseline methods are compared. Their performances on 150 queries of Blog Track 06, 07 and 08 are shown in Figure  5 . From Figure 5 , we can see our framework yields better MAP and P@10 than three baseline methods. Note the smaller the value of λ, the more influence S coreI OP will have on the combined overall score. When λ is 1, there will be no opinion identified. Since each method has the same initially retrieved documents, the four methods have the same MAP and P@10 when λ goes to 1. We can also observe that our framework has more advantages over baseline methods when λ is small. Note that our framework and baseline methods use the same sentiment identification methods (using SentiWordNet [11] , [7] ). Figure 5 well indicates our framework outperforms baseline methods. In addition, the figure also shows that bag-of-words method, which identifies opinion expressions without considering opinion relevance, has poor performance. Generally speaking, window-based method [4] outperforms single-sentence method, and both methods outperform bagof-words method. This indicates the importance of calculating the opinion relevance of the identified opinions in the opinion retrieval task. In other words, the opinion relevance provides meaningful guidelines to better measure the opinion score. Figure 6 presents MAP improvement after re-ranking using our framework. Parameter lambda (λ) was fixed to the optimum (0.5) identified above. The results for most 150 queries in Blog Track06, 07 and 08 got notable increases.
3) Comparison with State-of-the-art Methods:
In order to further demonstrate the effectiveness of our framework, we also compare our framework with previous work. As we all know, most current solutions of opinion retrieval task use a two-stage method. In the first stage, traditional IR techniques are used to initially retrieve topically relevant documents. In the second stage, they re-rank those initially retrieved documents by opinion identification techniques. Thus, different baselines (initially retrieved documents) always yield different final opinion retrieval performance. Better IR engine and preprocessing (like spam filtering) often gives better input for identifying opinion in the second step. Consequently, it is wiledly agreed [7] , [14] that the most important factor is to what extent the system can enhance opinion metrics (MAP, P@10, R-prec) from relevant baseline. The improvement will be the most important evaluator for judging the effectiveness of the opinion retrieval method. Thus, our comparison will focus on the improvement. In the opinion retrieval research community, M. Zhang et al. and K.Seki et al. [7] , [14] also chose to focus on the improvement for evaluation. Table 1 compares results from different approaches. Since there were no improvement results reported for Blog06, we only present the evaluation results (MAP, P@10, R-prec) in Blog06. Some work has not reported their improvements over P@10 and Rprec. we only list the improvements over MAP for their work. Table I shows that our framework yields more improvements over relevant baseline than most state-of-the-art methods. Note that all these methodologies ignore the importance of opinion relevance, our topic framework is able to further enhance performance of these approaches. Since TREC Blog Track 08 queries contain both Blog Track 06 and 07 queries, we compare 50 newly added topics in Blog Track 08 separately.
VI. conclusion and future work
In this paper, we propose a novel framework to measure opinion relevance in the latent topic space. In our framework, we train a topic model with the top-M pseudo feedback documents, project opinions expressed in documents into a topic space and measure opinion relevance in the topic space. Since our framework does not rely on any specific nature of the method for retrieving primitive topic relevant documents and opinion identification algorithms, it is essentially a general framework for opinion retrieval and can be used by most current solutions to further enhance their performance. Also our framework is domain-independent, thus fits for different opinion retrieval environments. The effectiveness and advantage of our framework were justified by experimental results on TREC blog datasets. According to the experiments, our framework yields much better results than both baseline experiments and state-of-the-art solutions.
In order to further enhance opinion retrieval solution, we will focus our work on two directions: 1) exploring onestep solutions which go beyond merely document re-ranking approaches, and 2) studying learning to rank methods for opinion retrieval.
